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The molecular evolution
of development
Michael D. Purugganan
Summary

Morphological differences between species, from simple single-character differences to large-scale variation in body plans, can be traced to changes in the
timing and location of developmental events. This has led to a growing interest in
understanding the genetic basis behind the evolution of developmental systems.
Molecular evolutionary genetics provides one of several approaches to dissecting
the evolution of developmental systems, by allowing us to reconstruct the history
of developmental genetic pathways, infer the origin and diversification of developmental gene functions, and assess the relative contributions of various evolutionary forces in shaping regulatory gene evolution. BioEssays 20:700–711, 1998.
r 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
How do different species evolve different morphologies? This
remains one of the central questions in evolutionary biology,
and one whose precise answer has remained elusive. Recent
approaches to this question have focused on dissecting the
patterns by which developmental mechanisms diversify over
evolutionary time.(1,2) Many of the present-day attempts to
study the evolution of development are centered at the
molecular level and exploit the remarkable progress that has
been made at unraveling the molecular mechanisms that
control the unfolding of morphology during organismal development.(1–6) It has not escaped the attention of both evolutionists and developmental geneticists that the morphological
phenotypes that accompany mutations at some regulatory
genes mimic differences observed between species.(7,8) These
observations have led to suggestions that variation at these
control loci may contribute to interspecies differences in body
form and provide the impetus for concerted efforts to test
correlations between regulatory gene evolution and morphological diversification.
Recent efforts in comparative developmental genetics
have begun to address the evolutionary role of variation in
molecular developmental mechanisms by assessing interspe-
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cies patterns of conservation and change in developmental
regulatory gene expression and attempting to correlate these
with morphological differences between taxa.(3,4) This developmental genetic approach is complemented by efforts among
evolutionary geneticists who study the molecular evolution of
developmental systems, focusing principally on issues of
evolutionary history and dynamics.(9,10) The molecular evolutionary genetic approach provides a powerful framework for
investigating the origins and history of developmental pathways. It also serves as the basis for assessing the patterns of
genetic change that accompany morphological diversification
and the evolutionary forces that shape developmental gene
structure and function.
The study of the molecular evolution of development
revolves around asking two key questions: How do developmental genes evolve? And what are the interconnections
between changes at these regulatory genes and the evolution
of developmental processes? Despite the central relevance
of developmental evolution to the study of morphological
diversification, we know very little about the molecular evolution of developmental genetic pathways and the genes that
comprise them. The molecular evolutionary approach is
central to an emerging evolutionary developmental biology,
as it provides detailed outlines of evolutionary histories and
mechanisms that are difficult to obtain by other means, and
permits in-depth analyses of the dynamics that characterize
the evolution of developmental systems. This review explores
several aspects of the molecular evolution of developmental
systems and discusses some of the insights provided in
understanding the diversification of developmental processes.
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Reconstructing the history of developmental
systems
The reconstruction of history through phylogenetic analysis
identifies the molecular evolutionary mechanisms that have
structured the genetic networks that control developmental
processes and the relative timing of evolutionary events.(11)
Information on the evolutionary history of developmental
systems is imprinted on the sequence of the genes that
comprise them. The sequence information within these developmental loci trace evolutionary events that accompany the
origin of developmental regulatory genes and gene functions,(9,12–15) the evolutionary processes that lead to the
elaboration of developmental pathways,(16) the historical correlations between different, interacting developmental systems,(17,18) and the interconnecting links between molecular
and morphological diversity.(19–21) Two series of studies—one
on the animal segmentation genes and the other on plant
flowering loci—illustrate some of the lessons to be gleaned
from a molecular phylogenetic approach.

Early evolution of the HOM/Hox genes
From the phylogenetic perspective, one of the best studied
molecular developmental system is the animal homeodomain
HOM/Hox genes, which encode DNA-binding transcriptional
activators involved in anteroposterior (AP) axial patterning in
several animal taxa.(13,22) The Antennapedia-class homeotic
genes form a HOM-C gene cluster of eight loci in Drosophila
melanogaster. Members of the HOM-C include the genes
proboscidea (pb), labial (lab), Deformed (Dfd), Antennapedia
(Antp), Ultrabithorax (Ubx), abdominal-A (abd-A), and Abdominal-B (Abd-B) and control the specification of segmental
identity along the insect body.(22) The genes in the complex
are expressed along the AP axis in a sequence that is
collinear with their position within the gene cluster. Homologues to these homeotic loci are also found in mammalian
species, where they are referred to as Hox genes.(13) In
humans, a total of 38 genes are organized into four Hox
clusters (A–D), each of which spans ,100 kb and contains
9–11 loci.
The organizational complexity of the HOM/Hox cluster in
extant animals has prompted several attempts at phylogenetic reconstruction to analyze the evolutionary events that
accompanied the diversification of these developmental genes
and infer the organization of the cluster in ancestral metazoan
taxa.(13,23–26) Previous analyses have suggested that the
ancestral metazoan cluster consisted of three precursor
genes that were responsible for head, trunk, and tail patterning in early metazoans,(24) although the lack of support for
many of the reconstructed relationships makes it difficult to
draw clear conclusions from these early analyses. A recent
phylogenetic study, however, has clarified many of the ambiguous relationships among these loci and provides a plausible

evolutionary scenario for the diversification of this developmental system.(12)
Based on the reconstructed phylogenetic relationships of
the HOM/Hox genes in the arthropod Drosophila melanogaster, the vertebrates Homo sapiens and Mus musculus, the
cephalochordate Amphioxus and the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Fig. 1), Zhang and Nei(24) suggest that extant
members of the HOM/Hox gene family were derived not from
three precursors, as earlier suggested, but from two related
loci that diverged very early in the evolution of the metazoans
(Fig. 2A). Given the current expression patterns of various
HOM/Hox genes, it is likely that one of these early loci (the
A/B/C ancestor) was responsible for anterior or ‘‘head’’
patterning, while the other gene (the D/E ancestor) was
involved in posterior-like development—two generalized morphogenetic functions that were probably present in very early
metazoan species.
One of these ancestral genes, the D/E locus, duplicated at
least once in early evolution to form two distinct posteriorly
expressed loci—the Hox9/Hox10 (D group) ancestral locus,
and the progenitor of the Drosophila Abdominal-B and vertebrate Hox11 to Hox 13 loci (the E group genes; Fig. 2). The
other ancestral locus underwent a more complex series of
duplications, first producing the A group genes which later
split to form a lab-like and pb-like lineage, and the B group/C
group ancestor. The latter subsequently split into two genes,
one of which resulted in the ancestor of the vertebrate Hox3
loci, while the other produced the group C genes. Although
the phylogenetic analysis indicates a closer relationship
between B and C group genes, the bootstrap support is weak
(,50%), and it is possible that the ancestral Hox3 gene was
actually derived from A group loci.
All these duplications occurred before the divergence of
the Pseudocoelomates (represented by Caenorhabditis elegans) and the Coelomates (including the vertebrate and
arthropod lines) 750 mya,(27) so that the HOM/Hox cluster of
this primitive Precambrian ancestral species had 6 loci
(Fig. 2).
Reconstruction of the possible developmental functions of
this primitive cluster suggests again that one group of genes
(the D and E loci) were involved in posterior development; in
Drosophila, Abd-B is expressed in the last abdominal segments that later give rise to genitalia.(28) The other four genes
(the B and C group ancestral loci, and the lab-like and pb-like
progenitors) were probably involved in different aspects of
anterior or head patterning. The greater number of loci,
accompanied by increasing differentiation in expression domains and function, may reflect increased specialization of
head and ‘‘tail’’ structures in at least the primitive common
ancestor of Pseudocoelomates and Coelomates, and possibly an even earlier ancestral metazoan taxa.
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Subsequent expansion of the HOM/Hox cluster proceeded in several directions. Many of these later duplications
occurred in the medially expressed C group loci, which
underwent a series of diversification events that followed the
initial establishment of the Deformed lineage (Fig. 1). The
phylogenetic relationships within the C group loci are ambiguous, given the low bootstrap supports of most of the groupings, although there is greater support for a separate Dfd/
Hox4 lineage. In Drosophila melanogaster, Dfd is expressed
in the maxillary and mandibular region during embryonic
head development,(29) while mouse Hox4 genes are expressed in the hindbrain.(30) The duplications that gave rise to
the Drosophila C group genes—Sex-combs reduced (Scr),
abdominal-A (abd-A), Antennapedia (Antp) and Ultrabithorax
(Ubx)—may have occurred separately from those that led to
the vertebrate Hox5 to Hox8 genes, a possibility supported by
the low sequence similarity between these two group of
genes outside of the conserved homeodomain(12) (Fig. 2).
Comparative genetic studies indicate that the duplications
that gave rise to Ubx and abd-A are confined to arthropods,
myriapods and the Onychophora, and that the last common
ancestor of these taxa already had the full complement of
HOM class genes at the time of their divergence in the later
Early Cambrian 530 mya.(31) The expression of both the
Drosophila and vertebrate loci, however, indicates that genes
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Figure 1. Phylogeny of the Antennapediaclass homeobox genes. The phylogeny is a
simplified adaptation from Zhang and Nei.(12)
The numbers next to the nodes give the bootstrap support, with short nodes of less than 50%
support collapsed in the tree. The three major
group of genes (anterior, medial, and posterior
genes) are indicated. The precise boundary
between anterior and medial genes is unclear;
the Drosophila gene Scr is expressed in both the
head and thoracic regions.

involved in patterning of the central body trunks were derived
later in metazoan evolution from more anteriorly expressed
head patterning loci. In Drosophila, Scr is expressed in the
labial head and parts of the first thoracic segments,(32) but all
the other genes are involved primarily in thoracic and abdominal segment differentiation (Fig. 3). Unlike previous analyses
that suggest that the ‘‘trunk’’ patterning genes were part of the
very early ancestral HOM/Hox complex,(24) Zhang and Nei’s
work indicates a relatively recent origin in metazoan evolution
for genes that pattern the middle of the animal body, which
may be correlated with the rise of morphological complexity in
the trunk body regions in some animal lineages (Fig. 3).
The relative timing of events in this reconstruction is still
ambiguous, given the limited number of metazoan phyla
represented in the phylogeny and the low bootstrap support
for some gene relationships. Some of the diversification
events outlined here may have occurred earlier. Putative
identification of planarian (phylum Platyhelminthes) orthologues to the Drosophila HOM genes, for example, suggests
that the medial group C genes may already have been
established with the advent of triploblastic animals, although
this is based on only fragments of the homeodomain sequence in flatworm species.(33) Several cnidarian HOM/Hoxlike genes (the Cnox genes) have recently been isolated, but
these loci appear to have diversified separately from those
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Figure 2. Evolutionary scenario for the diversification of the HOM/Hox cluster. The ancestral cluster consisted of anterior and posterior
patterning genes that gave rise to the present-day cluster in extant metzoans. Both the Hox3 and Hox9/10 lineages were lost in the line
leading to Drosophila. The sequence of diversification for most of the C group genes is unclear from phylogenetic analysis; in this
scenario, we assume an independent origin for the Scr, Ubx, Antp, and abd-A genes in arthropods and the Hox5 to Hox8 genes in
vertebrates. Phylogenetic analysis also shows that the duplication of the Hox cluster in vertebrates to four clusters (HoxA to HoxD)
occurred after the split of cephalochordates from vertebrates.(12,13)

head

thorax

found in triploblastic species.(34) This suggests that the very
early events of HOM/Hox cluster diversification, including the
initial separation of anterior (A/B/C) and posterior (D/E) genes
may have occurred only in the triploblasts. It will be interesting
to carefully reconstruct the HOM/Hox phylogeny with a more
thorough taxonomic sampling to clarify the relative timing of
some gene duplication events.
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Figure 3. Evolution of developmental function among the
Drosophila HOM-C genes. The major expression domains of
the different Drosophila genes are mapped onto the gene
phylogeny. The expression patterns strongly suggest that
genes in Drosophila that are expressed in the thoracic and the
anterior abdominal segments are derived from the anterior
head segmentation loci. Adapted in part from Carroll.(3)

The diversification of plant developmental systems has also
been explored in a molecular phylogenetic context, including
the regulatory loci that interact to direct flower development in
the angiosperms. Genetic studies in Arabidopsis, Antirrhinum, and maize have led to the isolation and characterization
of homeotic loci that regulate flower morphogenesis.(5,35)
Molecular studies have shown that many of these floral
regulatory genes belong to the plant MADS-box gene family,
a group of transcriptional activators that, in Arabidopsis
thaliana, contain approximately 20–25 members.(36) At least
five of these genes (AGAMOUS, APETALA1, CAULIFLOWER, APETALA3, and PISTILLATA) have defined floral
homeotic functions. The precise developmental functions of
the other members, referred to as AGLs (or AGAMOUS-like
genes) remain poorly understood, although expression studies have shown that most are expressed in developing
flowers.(37) A few AGLs, however, are preferentially expressed in roots or the early developing plant embryo.(36)
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Phylogenetic analysis of the plant MADS-box regulatory
gene family(14,15,38,39) shows that most of the various genes
within this family are organized into distinct clades, each
representing a floral homeotic gene group (the AGAMOUS,
APETALA3/PISTILLATA, or AP1/AGL9 groups) whose members share similar developmental functions. The functional
diversification within and between gene groups can be
assessed by mapping expression patterns onto the gene
phylogeny (Fig. 4). On the basis of this analysis, the
AGAMOUS and APETALA3/PISTILLATA floral homeotic gene
groups have members which show very tight expression
profiles. Genes within the AGAMOUS group, for example, are
expressed in developing stamens and carpels, which is
consistent with genetic analysis—mutations at these loci
result in homeotic transformations in these reproductive
organs.(40,41) The diverse AP1/AGL9 group, however, includes several distinct genes that are found in flowering plant
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Figure 4. Evolution of the plant MADS-box
gene family. The different major plant MADSbox floral homeotic gene groups are indicated.
The expression of the different genes in various tissues or organs are indicated, with closed
and open circles indicating strong and weak
expression detected, respectively (vegetative
structures: e, embryo; l, leaves; s, stems; r,
roots; reproductive structures: i, inflorescence
meristems, f, floral meristems; s, sepals; p,
petals; st, stamens; c, carpels). The expression data were compiled from the literature.
Molecular clock estimates for the appearance
of the floral homeotic gene groups and the
diversification of the AP1/AGL9 group genes
are indicated.(14,15)
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genomes. In Arabidopsis, for example, these include the
APETALA1, CAULIFLOWER, AGL8, AGL3, and AGL9 loci.
The expression profiles of the AP1/AGL9-group genes reflect
this evolutionary diversity; genes in this clade are expressed
in a wider range of tissues and organs in the plant, including
several that are expressed in both vegetative and floral
structures.(42)
How did these floral homeotic genes originate? The plant
MADS-box genes include several loci (the ‘‘orphan’’ genes),
which are expressed primarily in vegetative parts of the plant,
such as root or embryonic tissues, and are evolutionarily
related to the floral developmental loci(36) (Fig. 4). Although
resolution at the base of the phylogeny is poor, it suggests
that early plant MADS-box genes may have possessed a
vegetative developmental function, and subsequent gene
duplications led to the current genes, which were evolutionarily recruited to direct diverse aspects of reproductive devel-
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Sequence Distances Between Duplicated Structural and Regulatory Genes in the
Maize Genome
Nucleotide substitution distancea
Duplicated loci

Length
(kb)

Ks

Ka

Ka/Ks

Regulatory genes
Ohp1/Ohp2
R/B
C1/Pl1
Ibp1/Ibp2
Tbp1/Tbp2
Vpl4a/Vpl4b
Obf1/Obf2

1.200
1.677
0.777
2.061
0.606
1.821
1.026

0.254 (1.19)
0.241 (0.83)
0.159 (1.05)
0.150 (0.36)
0.147 (1.20)
0.121 (0.29)
0.104 (0.48)

0.0593 (7.25)
0.0841 (7.84)
0.0462 (9.25)
0.0482 (3.62)
0.0066 (1.45)
0.0346 (2.69)
0.0196 (2.95)

0.234
0.349
0.291
0.321
0.045
0.286
0.189

Mean:
Structural genes
Orp1/Orp2
Ant1/Ant2
Cpna/Cpnb
Cdc2a/Cdc2b
Whp1/C2
Fer1/Fer2
Pgpa1/Pgpa2

0.245

1.170
1.173
1.734
0.882
1.206
0.627
1.170

0.298 (1.44)
0.227 (1.32)
0.186 (0.55)
0.177 (1.04)
0.169 (0.66)
0.168 (1.44)
0.102 (0.39)

0.0114 (1.31)
0.0114 (1.32)
0.0126 (0.97)
0.0097 (1.46)
0.0286 (3.29)
0.0189 (4.01)
0.0494 (5.97)

Mean:

0.038
0.050
0.068
0.055
0.169
0.113
0.484
0.163

Adapted from Gaut and Doebley.49
aKs and Ka are synonymous and nonsynonymous distances, respectively. Variances for Ks (3103) and Ka (3105) are shown in parentheses.

opment in the seed plants. The establishment of the distinct
floral homeotic gene groups predate the rise of the flowering
plants, and it appears that these loci were extant even before
the origin of seed plants 285 mya.(43,44) Molecular clock
estimates indicate that the gene duplications that gave rise to
the floral homeotic gene lineages may have occurred as early
as the origin of land plants 450 mya and took place in a
relatively short span of evolutionary time (,50–75 myr).(14,15)
It remains unclear what the function of the ancestral plant
MADS-box genes were, particularly in plant taxa whose
reproductive structures are very different from those seen in
angiosperms. The rapid early evolution of these genes,
however, suggests that specialization of distinct gene lineages may have resulted from selective pressures on ancestral land plant lineages to evolve more complex reproductive
morphologies. Although much of this work is at an early stage,
these molecular evolutionary analyses provide the historical
framework to test hypotheses on the origin and evolution of
developmental function of these plant regulatory genes, and
can be used to guide experiments to explore the diversification of this gene family.
Tempo of evolution among developmental loci
The rates at which genes evolve reflect the long-term evolutionary forces that have shaped the structure of these loci. It is

possible, in some cases, to infer the nature of selective and
other evolutionary forces that act on a gene by measuring the
nature and patterning of rate variation between domains, loci
or species.(16,45,46) The rates of gene evolution have thus
become a useful benchmark to contrast the differing evolutionary dynamics between loci.(47)

Rapid mosaic evolution of regulatory genes
How fast do regulatory genes evolve? Pleiotropic effects of
mutations at morphogenetic loci would suggest that the
evolution of regulatory genes may be highly constrained and
therefore evolve at a relatively slow pace.(48) Recent work,
however, indicates that while some domains of regulatory
proteins (e.g., DNA-binding domains) are indeed evolving
fairly slowly, other regions may be among the faster-evolving
components of the coding region of eukaryotic genomes.
In the maize genome, one can compare substitution rates
for genes that possess duplicate copies as a result of a
polyploidization event that occurred at 15–20 mya(49) (Table 1). Since synonymous substitutions may be largely
neutral and thus dependent only on the mutation rate, the
ratio of nonsynonymous (Ka) to synonymous (Ks) substitutions between gene pairs provides a normalized measure of
evolutionary rate for different loci. In a study that involved
estimating the substitution rate of 14 maize duplicate gene
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loci, seven regulatory gene pairs had a significantly higher
Ka/Ks ratio than seven other structural genes (0.25 vs 0.16),
indicating that regulatory proteins evolve faster than structural genes in this plant genome.
This rapid evolution of regulatory loci has been observed
in basic helix-loop-helix,(50) MADS-box,(14) HMG-domain,(52,53)
and zinc finger proteins.(54) It appears that regulatory proteins
evolve in a highly mosaic fashion, with regions of very strong
conservation interspersed with regions that evolve at rapid
rates. In the plant R gene family, for example, which encodes
basic-helix-loop-helix transcriptional activators that regulate
anthocyanin pigmentation patterning, the conserved regions
evolve at about 1.02 3 1029 nonsynonymous substitutions/
site/year, while the rest of the gene evolves at a fourfold faster
rate [approximately 4.08 3 1029 nonsynonymous substitutions/site/year] (50). The mean Ka/Ks ratio of the rapidly
evolving region for these regulatory genes is 0.89, which is
significantly greater than the mean value of 0.14 for a set of
plant genes and 0.189 for 42 mammalian sequences.
It is unclear why some regions of these regulatory loci
evolve so fast. The rapidly evolving regions at some control
loci do not appear to be dispensable sequences, since
functional and genetic studies demonstrate that, for some
genes, alteration of sequence in these domains result in
changes in protein function (see, e.g., ref. 51). It has been
suggested that the increased levels of nonsynonymous substitutions at these regulatory genes may have adaptive
significance; for example, rapid evolution of the SRY mammalian sex determination gene, which encodes a DNA-binding
transcriptional activator, may be associated with speciation.(52,53) It may be that regulatory diversification may accompany rapid sequence evolution, resulting in phenotypic variations that are observed even between closely related species.
This rapid change may also be partly driven by coevolutionary mechanisms between epistatically interacting loci.
Whether this variation in evolutionary rates for regulatory
genes are correlated with rates of morphological evolution
remains open to question. Adaptive radiations, for example,
are characterized by highly diverse species that show strong
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molecular genetic similarity,(55,56) which led to early suggestions that much of the visible diversity we observe in nature
arises from changes in gene regulation rather than structural
protein evolution.(55) The issue of correlated rates between
molecular and morphological evolution, however, continues
to be raised,(57) and recent work does indicate that an
association between sequence change and morphological
variation may indeed exist.(58) Many of these studies, however, focus on the molecular evolution of structural genes,
and it is unclear whether a stronger correlation of rates may
be uncovered when comparing the tempo of morphological
change with molecular variation in genes that regulate developmental processes. Addressing these issues will require
detailed evolutionary and comparative studies to address the
precise functions that variable regulatory gene sequences
play, and dissect possible causal links between their rapid
evolution and organismal diversification.

Regulatory gene evolutionary rates vary between
lineages and over time
The rate at which regulatory genes evolve can vary significantly across lineages, and may signal changes in the
mutation rates, selective pressures, population dynamics, or
even the genetic interactions that these loci experience in
different taxa. One interesting example concerns the homologous zinc finger genes ZFX and ZFY that are encoded in the
mammalian X and Y chromosomes.(59,60) These two loci
encode transcriptional activators that duplicated prior to the
origin of the placental mammals, and are believed to be
involved in reproductive development. Evolutionary analysis
of these genes in primates (humans, orangutans, baboons,
and squirrel monkeys) and rodents (mice and rats), shows
that ZFX is well conserved across all placental mammals,
including both primates and rodents, while ZFY is conserved
only among primate species but has evolved rapidly in rodent
lineages (Fig. 5). Only one nonsynonymous substitution
separates rat and mouse ZFX, but 38 replacement substitutions differentiate the ZFY genes between these two species.
Shimmin and co-workers suggest that the evolution of
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X-inactivation of ZFX in the rodent lineage makes ZFY a
redundant locus subject to a new selective environment, and
this is manifested in an increase in its rate of molecular
evolution.(60)
There are also indications that for some regulatory loci
most of the sequence evolution has occurred rapidly over
short time periods. The pituitary growth hormones, for example, evolve slowly in the vertebrates except for short bursts
of evolution in the primates and the artiodactyls. In the latter
group, the rate of evolution has increased 25- to 50-fold over
the basal rate at specific times in the evolutionary history of
these taxonomic lineages.(61,62) In the primates, this rate
acceleration appears to have transpired before the divergence of Old World monkeys and apes. It is estimated that a
slow rate of evolution predominates 90% of the time for these
loci, but 85% of sequence change occurs in short periods of
rapid diversification. The pattern suggests that the evolution
of these proteins is characterized by punctuated bursts of
sequence change, which may be associated with switching of
secondary hormone functions during particular periods of
their evolution in certain animal taxa.(63) This episodic evolution of regulatory proteins may be a widespread phenomenon; it is believed that rapid sequence evolution follows
gene duplication events that characterize the growth of many
developmentally important regulatory gene families and may
be correlated with functional divergence among paralogous
loci.(16)

Microevolution of development
All morphological differences observed between taxa have
their ultimate origins as genetic variation within a species.
Understanding the evolutionary dynamics of morphological
diversification partly involves assessing the levels, patterning, and distribution of diversity in candidate developmental
loci to uncover the origin and ascertain the significance of
population-level variation. Studies on molecular diversity at
the sequence level have proven particularly useful in dissecting the mechanisms that govern the evolution of specific
genetic loci.(64,65) Molecular population genetics provides a
context for estimating how population history, breeding system, and selection affect molecular variation, and delineating
the mechanisms that lead to evolutionary diversification.

Variation at regulatory genes
Levels of genetic diversity at regulatory loci govern the rates
of adaptive evolution and limit the degree to which selection
at these genes can shape evolutionary change. What is the
extent of variation in developmental genes? Moriyama and
Powell(66) compiled data on sequence variation in the coding
region for 22 nuclear loci in Drosophila melanogaster (Table
2). For X-linked loci, the estimate of the mean proportion of

nucleotide differences between alleles (p) for four structural
genes is 0.0036, while three regulatory loci have a mean of
0.0015. For autosomal loci, the 12 structural genes have a
mean p of 0.0049, while the three regulatory genes studied
had an average value of 0.0019. Regulatory loci also possess
consistently lower levels of nucleotide diversity at noncoding
regions.(66) Although they remain limited, the data on regulatory genes in Drosophila do document the extent of diversity
among some developmental genes and suggest that variation levels may be lower for these regulatory loci, as compared with their structural gene counterparts. By contrast,
work on both the Arabidapsis MADS-box floral regulatory
gene CAULIFLOWER(67) and Zea helix-turn-helix anthocyanin pigmentation control gene C1(68) demonstrate appreciable
levels of diversity that are closer to species norms. This
variation in the levels of intraspecific regulatory gene polymorphisms is the result of the particular demographic and
selective forces that each specific locus experiences.(64,65)
What evolutionary forces act on these regulatory genes?
Like all other loci in Drosophila, variation at specific regulatory
genes result from the interplay of various evolutionary forces
such as selection and genetic drift, which together will
determine the degree to which polymorphisms are available
for adaptive changes in organismal morphology.(64) Using
several statistical tests to probe the selective history of
particular regulatory genes, the levels and patterning of
nucleotide diversity within and between loci can be used to
infer the nature of these evolutionary forces.(64,65)
Several loci, such as the Drosophila bride-of-sevenless
(boss)(69) and Zea mays C1(68) genes, display a pattern of
sequence variation that is consistent with predictions of the
neutral model of molecular evolution. For boss, which encodes a membrane-bound receptor that triggers photoreceptor cell differentiation in the fly eye, it has been suggested that
the position of this gene as part of a developmental network
constrains the selective pressures that it may experience.(69)
There are cases, however, in which patterns of sequence
polymorphism for regulatory genes appear consistent with
the possibility of directional selection. The decapentaplegic
(dpp) gene, which encodes the intercellular signaling molecule transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b), shows evidence
for selective divergence in the lineage leading to Drosophila
pseudoobscura.(70) There is also evidence for recent adaptive
fixation of alleles at or near the Drosophila sex-determining
gene transformer(71) and the segment polarity gene ci,(72) both
of which display low levels of intraspecific polymorphism that
may have arisen as a result of selective hitchhiking (Table 2).
It is unclear whether the site(s) under selection are at these
regulatory loci or are simply tightly linked to them, and what
the phenotypic or adaptive correlates of this selection
may be.
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TABLE 2. Nucleotide Diversity of Regulatory and Structural Gene Coding Regions
in Drosophila melanogaster
Nucleotide diversitya
Gene
X-Linked genes
Regulatory genes
ase
pn
z

No. of
alleles

Length
(kb)

No. of
polymorphic sites

p

Q

6
8
6

1.068
1.173
0.804

6
1
5

2.06
0.22
2.09

2.46
0.33
2.74

1.46

1.84

1.33
4.95
4.46
3.84

0.89
5.21
3.77
3.80

3.65

3.42

0.74
4.86
0.00

0.58
4.90
0.00

1.87

1.83

7.35
8.81
8.11
1.34
1.22
0.78
8.82
9.75
4.37
7.21
0.70
0.00

7.14
6.55
7.61
2.51
0.93
0.82
9.63
8.11
5.42
8.89
0.84
0.00

4.87

4.87

Mean:
Structural genes
Pgd
per
Yp2
Zw

13
6
6
33

1.443
1.682
1.046
1.558

4
20
9
24

Mean:
Autosomal genes
Regulatory genes
tra
boss
ci

11
5
10

0.588
1.566
0.958

1
16
0

Mean:
Structural genes
Acp26Aa
Acp26Ab
Adh
Adhr
Lcp1Psi
Pgi
Amy-d
Amy-p
Sod
Est-6
Rh3
Mlc1

10
10
15
11
10
11
8
10
11
13
5
16

0.792
0.270
0.768
0.816
0.384
1.674
1.482
1.482
0.441
1.632
1.149
0.314

Mean:

16
5
19
6
1
4
37
34
7
45
2
0

Adapted from Moriyama and Powell.66
aNucleotide diversities are multiplied by 103.

Preliminary surveys document that variation for regulatory
genes do exist, and that in certain cases there is some
evidence to suggest that selective pressures have patterned
the levels of polymorphism and divergence at these loci. The
question now is, does the variation we observe at the
molecular level translate into phenotypic variation that can
lead to between-species evolutionary divergence? In other
words, do these polymorphisms matter? Selection experiments indicate that some population-level variation in developmental function can be attributed to polymorphisms at
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regulatory genes. Work on natural variation in Drosophila
bristle number are associated with polymorphisms at achaetescute and scabrous,(20,73) both of which are neurogenic genes
involved in sensory structure development. It has also been
shown that ether sensitivity in flies, which results in the
dramatic bithorax phenocopy first demonstrated by C.H.
Waddington, is correlated with alleles at Ultrabithorax.(19) In
Arabidopsis, the MADS-box floral regulatory locus CAULIFLOWER appears to be evolving non-neutrally, and molecular polymorphisms in this gene are associated with the

Review articles

differential ability of naturally occurring alleles to program
early flower formation.(67)
It is clear that molecular polymorphisms observed at some
developmental control genes are associated with natural
phenotypic variation in a variety of structures, and can serve
as the basis for selection to act upon and potentially lead to
morphological divergence. What remains to be demonstrated
are the precise forces and mechanisms that drive these
molecular polymorphisms to fixation between species; recent
isolation of morphological trait genes such as manx in
ascidians,(74) teosinte-branched1 in maize,(75) or Bocauliflower in Brassica oleracea,(51) may allow us to link together
intraspecific variation at regulatory loci to between-species
morphological differences.

Evolution of regulatory targets
Morphological evolution is correlated with variation in gene
expression patterns, which may arise from changes in the
trans-acting regulatory factors or the cis-acting control regions of various loci. The ability of regulatory transcriptional
activators to function, for example, depends critically on their
recognition and interaction with specific promoter element
sequences in various target genes. Other regulatory elements have also been observed in introns and 38 untranslated regions, and may mediate regulation at a variety of
transcriptional and post-transcriptional control points.
We know very little about how cis-regulatory regions
evolve. Intraspecific variation in promoter sequences has
been documented, and it is clear from molecular population
genetic analysis that many promoters are constrained in their
molecular evolution.(70,76–78) The extent of this constraint is
demonstrated in the promoter of the homeodomain pair-rule
gene evenskipped (eve), which is expressed in Drosophila
embryos in a series of stripes that define parasegmental
boundaries. Population genetic analysis of five D. melanogaster and six D. simulans eve promoter alleles sampled over a
broad geographic range estimate that this promoter is 2%
diverged between the two species, although eve intron and
silent coding sites display 6% divergence.(76) The low divergence values of this region indicates that this control sequence is subject to purifying selection, although stabilizing
or compensatory selection may also act at these regulatory
sequences and partly explain the patterning of variation at
this promoter. Evidence for constraint has also been shown
for regulatory regions in dpp(70) and Mlc1,(78) although these
regulatory sites are within intron sequences. In the case of
dpp, this conservation is associated with the presence of
transcriptional enhancer sequences, while in Mlc1 they are
found in introns that flank an alternatively spliced exon.
There is evidence that some of these regulatory sites are
evolving non-neutrally. This can be demonstrated in the
homeodomain-containing pair-rule gene fushi tarazu (ftz),
which is one of the targets of eve and which possesses a 1-kb

zebra element sequence at its 58 upstream region. Using the
patterns of intraspecific polymorphisms, Jenkins and coworkers demonstrate an excess of substitutions in proteinbinding sites at the zebra element between D. melanogaster
and D. simulans, suggesting adaptive divergence at these
target sites between the two species.(79)
Naturally occurring differences in promoter sequences
have been correlated with gene expression levels in several
genes. In the Esterase-6 promoter analyzed in 17 D. melanogaster lines, polymorphisms in a 325-bp region are found to
be in strong linkage disequilibrium and are associated with a
peak of variation approaching silent site levels.(77) This region
contains elements that control Est-6 expression in the anterior sperm ejaculatory duct, and heterogeneity in this sequence may arise from yet undefined selective forces; two
Est-6 promoter haplotype groups, designated P1 and P7, are
associated with differences in male Est-6 activity in
D. melanogaster.
The role of selection in promoter variation and its association with regulatory function has been extensively explored in
the Fundulus heteroclitus (killifish) Ldh-B locus.(80) The Ldh-B
gene is fixed for alternate alleles in northern and southern
coastal Atlantic populations; this differentiation is associated
with divergence in developmental rates, hatching times, and
swimming performance in selection experiments. The northern population displays twice as much Ldh-B activity than the
southern population, which is correlated with an increase in
gene transcription rates. A molecular population genetic
analysis of the Ldh-B promoter reveals a peak of variability in
a central region of the 58 flanking regulatory sequence
between promoters, and both the Fu and Li and the HKA
selection tests reject neutrality as an explanation for the
variation. A repressor element in this central region has been
revealed in transient reporter construct expression studies
using transformed heterologous systems, and may be partly
responsible for differences in Ldh-B transcriptional levels
observed between northern and southern populations.
The molecular population genetic analysis of regulatory
regions provides an opportunity to dissect the evolutionary
forces that may affect gene transcriptional and posttranscriptional control. Although some of these studies have
focused on regulatory genes that directly participate in the
construction of organismal morphologies, such as eve, ftz,
and dpp, there is still a need for more detailed studies on the
microevolution of regulatory sequences among developmental loci. These studies require characterization not only of the
trans-acting regulatory factors but their cis-acting structural
gene targets as well, and will help define the evolutionary
dynamics of regulated gene expression.
Summary and perspectives
Developmental geneticists have begun a program of comparative studies to systematically assess evolutionary patterns of
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regulatory gene expression. Grounded on more detailed
investigations in model systems, the hope is that we can
correlate regulatory gene evolution with morphological diversification. Evolutionary geneticists are also now in a strong
position to begin to address questions on the molecular
history of these developmental genetic systems, and on the
evolutionary processes that have shaped the structure of
these regulatory loci and their functional interactions.
The studies highlighted in this paper are still at too early a
stage to draw firm generalizations on how developmental
processes evolve at the molecular level, but they do provide
directions for possible research into the evolution of developmental genetic systems. Several avenues need to be explored in detail, including the coevolution of interacting
pathway members, tests for epistatic selection on regulatory
gene alleles, and clear correlations of molecular evolutionary
changes with phenotypic variation using modern phylogenetically based comparative methodologies. Some of these
studies are already under way, and it is clear that this
powerful molecular evolutionary perspective, complemented
by developmental genetic studies, should continue to help
unravel the evolutionary patterns and processes that underlie
the evolution of developmental pathways and organismal
morphologies.
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